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Abstract: In a distributed system, process synchronization is an important agenda. One of the major duties for
process synchronization is mutual exclusion. In new algorithm, opposite  the  past  algorithms  fairness
happens. This paper presents a new approach of the race models involving distributed mutual exclusion.
Further, concrete applications of these models did not involve variability in the accumulator size or were based
on a specific distribution. We show that the distributions of time stamp, time action and the other effective
parameters predicted by the neural network competitive models can be solved analytically this problem that be
happens in the critical sections. The model can be manipulated and simulated to predict the effects of reward
on Hamming and Hopfield's models curves and speed-accuracy decomposition. In other hand, the major
contribution of this paper is the implementation of a learning rule that enables networks based on a race model
to learn stimulus-response associations. The model described here can be seen as a reduction of information
system and is compatible with a priority learning system. Also, we will consider the non-linear behavior of the
competitive models and as a result use this property in distributed systems. Finally, it is possible to use the
neural networks as a distributed system pattern, to optimization of fault tolerance, reliability and accessibility
related to mutual exclusion and critical section. Thus in the new approach fault tolerance will ascend and
centralize and distributed algorithms can use this and based algorithm will be more reliable.
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INTRODUCTION stamps. Of all the distributed mutual exclusion algorithms

THE mutual exclusion problem states that only a Lamport [4] and Ricart-Agrawala [5] (RA) are fair in the
single process can be allowed access to a protected sense described above. Singhal's heuristic algorithm [6]
resource, also termed as a critical section (CS), at any time guarantees some degree of fairness but is not fair in the
[1]. Mutual exclusion is a form of synchronization and is sense described above. A lower priority request can
one of the most fundamental paradigms in computing execute CS before a higher priority request if the higher
systems. Mutual exclusion has been widely studied in priority request is delayed. The algorithm has different
distributed systems where processes communicate by criteria for fairness. It favors sites which have executed
asynchronous message passing and a comprehensive their CSs least frequently and discourages sites which
survey is given in [2, 3]. have executed CSs heavily. This does not take into

The aim of this article is to expand our knowledge of account the causality relation that exists between two
the race models by showing that there exist similarities requests and hence, does not conform to the sense of
between the competitive models in neural networks and fairness described by Lamport's clock. Singhal's dynamic
happens that in distributed systems. information structure algorithm [7] attempts to be fair, but

In the other hand, fairness is a very important does not satisfy the fairness criterion. The algorithm uses
criterion for solutions to most real-life resource contention the concept of Lamport's clock and the causality
problems. The commonly accepted definition of fairness relationship, but it also allows a low priority request to
in the context of mutual exclusion is that requests for execute CS before a high priority request if the high
access to the CS are satisfied in the order of their time priority request is on the way or delayed (process that has

in the literature, only the non-token-based algorithms of
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Fig. 1: Multi clients requesting critical section that central process or machine services others. One of the
coordinate with Coordinator. well-known algorithms is Agrawala and El Abbadi [11],

Fig. 2: Distributed Systems and Web Applications. list of processes that they are requesting the CS; grants

Fig. 3: Distributed System Algorithm. into asks, which are only send out after a proc used the

made a higher priority request is not in  the  request  set Node A req CS with ts=8, Node C with ts=12.
of the process that has made the low priority request). B acks both A&C
The proposed algorithm in this paper uses the fairness C acks A (smaller ts)
criteria given by Lamport and improves on RA, which is A uses CS, then sends ack to C.
the best known algorithm that guarantees fairness in the
same sense. Also, it will be different to the routine of past In a distributed system (for example centralize
algorithms. Because in those algorithms, just time stamp, algorithm) [11], every client or process that wants the
singly is the parameter that makes decision to entrance critical section must be races to other processes. In the
the processes to the critical sections. other hand, at neural networks as a distributed system

Due to the absence of global time in a distributed this race is between cells or neurons and because the
system, timestamps are assigned to messages according neural network is a perfect system (without crash and
to Lamport's clocks [4]. In the context of mutual exclusion, fault) [15], it is a good pattern for simulation and apply the
Lamport's clocks are operated as follows: Each process result of simulation in distributed systems.
maintains a scalar clock with an initial value of 0. Each
time a process wants to access the CS, it assigns that Correspondance of Neural Networks and Distributed
request a Timestamp which is one more than the value of Systems: As we know, neural network of human body is
the clock. free  crash  and the models of neural networks are  proof.

The process sends the time stamped request to other
processes to determine whether it can access  the  CS.
Each time a process receives a time stamped request from
another process seeking permission to access the CS [8],
the process updates its clock to the maximum of its
current value and the time stamp of the request. So we
have the bellow categories [9, 10]:

Centralized Algorithms: In this bunch of algorithms, a

which has three steps to synchronize processes in
entering and releasing CS. This central process is called
coordinator and each process should be  allowed  from
this coordinator to use a shared resource. At  the  end
they  should  inform coordinator in time of leaving CS.
This method is simple to implement but has
centralization’s own problems.

At the centralized approach, the coordinator holds a

requests in some order (random, FIFO, etc).

Distributed Algorithms: In this series of algorithms,
resource dedication and retrieval is performed in
distributed manner. In other words all of the available
processes decide about whom enters in CS [12, 13]. Of
course, in this way there will be more communication rate
and fault-tolerance can be low in the cases of crashing a
process [14].

The  main  idea  is  that  lowest  timestamp  wins.
Also, the asking and permission messages are combined

CS (if it has smaller timestamp). For example:
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So if we adapt a distributed system and a neural network, fault-tolerance or robustness at whole of the neural
as a result we can have a reliable and fault-tolerance
system [16].

In this simulation, each of the process simulate with
a message of a neuron, because they are the elements that
will create the dual systems. Processes play a fundamental
role in distributed systems as they form a basic for
communication between different machines. An important
topic for distributed systems is the migration of code
between different machines. And a software agent is a
special kind of process, which operates as an autonomous
unit, but it is capable of corporation with other agents.
Characteristics of a process can same to a neuron,
because each of the neurons is  intelligence  and  can
work as  a system. It has input, processing and output
[13, 17, 18]. Some of the neurons can make decision unity
and some of them are only transmitter the data across the
neural network. In distributed system, for example in
centralized algorithm, coordinator is a transmission
process, that it can transmitter every process number into
the queue of critical section when the process get the
entrance permit. Also, in other hand at a distributed
system, each process can has a request and  can  work
(by get itself response from the system). So each process
is a system because it has input, processing and output.
Output of each process can uses with itself or the other
processes [20].

Resourses: At the first, the resources are shared to the
processes and the neurons (at two systems) and so they
can use them. Secondly, critical section is exists at each
system. In a neural network competitive models created
and constructed for race between the neurons reach to
the resources; and in a distributed system a resource as
a critical section shows the competitively. Distributed
system's systematic view definition is: a collection of
elements that they collaborate and they have a unique
goal. Also, a think or a command in the human mind is a
goal of the collaboration of neurons. So a neural network
is a system [21].

Trancparency: "A distributed system is a collection of
independent computers that appears to its users as a
single coherent system" [22]. In a neural network each cell
operates separately and it is independent to the other
cells. Thus, behavior of network is output of local
behavior of cells. This characteristic causes  the  local
error at  the  neural  networks covered to final output.
Too collaboration of cells causes the local errors to be
reform. As a result of this property can mention to  higher

network system. In other hand, this is transparency
property that mentioned at distributed systems.

Learning Operation: Learning operation that happened
at neural networks is similar to the algorithms that we use
at distributed systems. In fact, we learn to the distributed
system with algorithms that they run on the whole of the
system.

Client-server Model: As we know, a distributed system is
included the clients and servers and each of them are
including the processes. The neurons are same; because
some of the neurons are to sense (clients) and the others
are motive (servers). The other category of neurons is
communication neurons that same of network equipments
(cables, routers and etc.). Communication in neural
network is same to a distributed system. Because,
processes can communicate the data across the network
that create infrastructure of distributed system and in a
neural network synapses and some of the other neurons
can create this infrastructure [23].

Parallel Processing: Also parallelization happens at two
systems. In neural networks, all of cells that are in a one
level can do operation in parallel. And the other hand, a
distributed system is a suitable infrastructure for parallel
processing. (In each situation shared memory and
distributed memory.).

Neural network is a self organize system and so we
can seem that as a control system with feedback [24, 25].
Feedback caused the system is stable [26]. As the Fig. 4
shows, continusely the system do compare of output and
target and so error will be minimized. When we adapted
the neural  network  and  a  distributed  system,  we have
a  stable system.  Thus,  the  errors   will  be decries.
Make minimum error in each system will help to reliability
on that system. In other hand, decries of the errors causes
the system will be fault-tolerant.

Hardware  and  Software:  Distributed  system  hardware
is  loosely  coupled.  And  at  a  neural  network,  if a part
of network erased the reminder  part  (parts)  will  works.
So hardware in a distributed system is same of a part of
neural network. Also distributed system software is
tightly coupled. So each part of the software is important.
At a neural network thinking, is as software on the
system. So if a part of software destroys, the exactly goal
of the system will not reached. In other word, output of
the system has a problem. In fact a neural network is not
a true distributed system but it is a distributed system
[22].
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Fig. 4: Stability in feedback of neural network action of all the forward and feedback inputs to neurons

MATERIALS AND  METHODS Let w  denote the synaptic weigh connecting input

Competitive Learning: In competitive learning, as the a fixed amount of synaptic weight (i.e., all synaptic
name applies, the out put neurons of a neural network weights are positive), which is distributed among its input
compete among themselves to become active (fired). nodes; that is,
Whereas in a neural network based on Hebbian learning
several output neurons may be active simultaneously, in
competitive learning only a single output neuron is active
at any one time. It is this feature that may be used to
classify a set of input patterns. There are three basic A neuron then learns by shifting synaptic weights
elements to a competitive learning rule: from is inactive to active input nodes. If a neuron does

A set of neurons that are all the same except for some place in that neuron. If a particular neuron wins the
randomly distributed synaptic weights and which competition, each input node of that neuron relinquish
therefore respond differently to a given set of input some proportion of its synaptic weight relinquished is
patterns. then distributed equally among the active input nodes.
A limit imposed on the "strength" of each neuron. According to the standard competitive learning rule, the
A mechanism that permits the neurons to compete for change  applied to synaptic weight  is defined by
the right to respond to a given subnet of inputs, such
that only one output neuron, or only one neuron per
group, is active (i.e. "on") at a time. The neuron that
wins the competition is called a winner-takes-all
neuron.

Accordingly the individual neurons of  the  network
learn to specialize on ensembles of similar patterns; in so
doing they become feature detectors for different classes
of input patterns.

In the simplest form of competitive learning, the
neural network has a single layer  of  output  neurons,
each  of  which  is  fully connected to the input nodes.

The network may include feedback connections among
the neurons, as indicated in fig.  In the network
architecture described herein, the feedback connections
perform lateral inhibition, whit each neuron tending to
inhibit the  neuron  to  which  it  is  laterally  connection.
In contrast, the feedback synaptic connections in the
network of fig. are all excitatory.

For a neuron k to be the winning neuron, its induced
local field v  for a specified input pattern x must be thek

largest among all the neurons in the network. The output
signal Yk of winning neuron k is set to one; the output
signals of all the neurons that lose the competition are set
equal to zero. We thus write:

y  = 1      if v  > v   for all j, j kk k j

y  = 0     Otherwise.k

where the induced local field v  represents the combinedk

k.
kj

node j to neuron k. suppose that each neuron is allotted

not respond to a particular input pattern, no learning takes

w  = (x  – w ) if neuron k winskj j kj

w  = 0 if neuron k loses the competitionkj

where n is the learning-rate parameter. This rule has the
overall effect of moving the synaptic weight vector w  ofk

winning neuron k toward the input pattern x. It is
assumed that all neurons in the network are constrained
to have the same Euclidean length (neuron), as shown by
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Fig. 5: Priority and Weight on three importance
parameters. RACE: After this stage all of the other vectors that are the

Fig. 6: Three dimension for race.

Fig. 7. Selecting an overcoming vector (request). Vectors: In this section, present the formulas about

When the synaptic weights are properly scaled they picture we have:
from a set of vectors that fall on the same N- dimensional
unit sphere. For calculate  argument:

Definition: One of the models of neural networks,
especially for racing model is hamming [27].

This model that is too self-organized has three layers:
feed back layer, race layer (racing between cells and And then:
define one cell as an overcome  cell)  and  output  layer
that defines prototyping and comparing with every cell
[28, 29].

Reaction the Hamming Vector: Now we assume these
three important parameters are three dimensions of
Hamming modeling. In the first step of this simulation
according to this issue the weight vectors define in this
environment.
After creation the weight vector we have:

results of all requests, created and race is starting.
According to the Hamming low, every process that liker
than the reference vector, it will be overcoming and get
critical section.

So we have a buttery shape represents the circle.
Because every request changes to a vector:

Request 1 (Process C1):

Request 2 (Process C2): 

Request 3 (Process C3):

That a is Priority, b is Time Action and c is Time
Stamp.

In the above picture, N is Prototype or reference
vector and as we see the order of wining of the vectors
are: at first, w  second, w  and finally w . So after1 2 3

simulation, first request that will be enter to the Critical
Section is the process equivalent w , next is w  and the1 2

end will be w .3

Calculations for Argument Normal Vector and Other

calculation that related to vectors. According to below
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Fig. 8: T.A. (Time Action) T.S. (Time Stamp) and D presentation of self-organizing maps. These networks are
(Delay). based on competitive learning; the out put neurons of the

Fig. 9: An algorithm for queuing. such a way that a meaningful coordinate system for

Finding Shortest  and Overcome Cell: An algorithm will is therefore characterized by the formation of a topologic
be present for define the overcome cells. Each vector (cell) map of the input patterns in which the spatial locations
that has shortest argument it is overcoming. And other (i.e. coordinates) of the neurons in the lattice are
cells (processes) are waiting in a queue that wills show: indicative of intrinsic  statistical  features  contained in
Of course the other approaches can uses for queuing. the input patterns, hence the name "Self-Organize Map".

Dead Units: These units are dead cells or in other word two levels of adaptation:
cells that are very far form other cells. They haven't
chance of involving to other cells in races. Adaptation rules formulated at the microscopic level

Advantages: One of the more important advantages is that Formation of experimentally better and physically
all of the distributed algorithms only time stamp is a accessible patterns of feature selectively at the
parameter to value judgment, but with this simulation microscopic level of neural layers.
other important parameter too have value judgment and
we can learn to system that what is the effect of each Because a SOM is inherently nonlinear, it may thus
parameter (Time Stamp, Time Action  and  Priority). be viewed as a nonlinear generalization of principal
Priority is a parameter that related to different systems will components analysis.
different and administrator can define and change it on The development of SOM as a neural model is
the different situation of system. motivated by a  distinct  feature  of  the  human   brain:

In other hand neural networks are perfect distributed The brain is organized in many places in such a way that
systems by characteristics for example  fault  tolerance, different sensory inputs are represented by topologically
reliability, scalability, fairness and etc. ordered computational maps. In  particular,  sensory

So when coincide that networks to distributed inputs such at tactile are mapped onto different areas of
systems, we can optimize all of distributed systems the cerebral cortex in a topologically ordered manner.
parameters and present the solutions to have better Thus the computational map constitutes a basic building
characteristics. block  in  the information-processing infrastructure of the

Fig. 10: A queue for sorting requests.

Self Organize Map: In this part we continue our

network compete among themselves to be activated or
field, with the result that only one output neuron, or one
neuron per group, is on at any one time. In a Self-
Organizing Map,  the  neurons  are  placed  at  the nodes
of a lattice that is usually one-or two- dimensional.
Higher-dimensional maps are also possible but not as
common. The neurons become selectively tuned to
various input patterns (stimuli) or classes of input
patterns in the course of a competitive learning process.
The locations of the neurons so tuned (i.e., the winning
neurons) become ordered with respect to each ordered in

different input features is created over the lattice. A SOM

As a neural model, the SOM provides a bridge between

of a single neuron.
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nervous system. A computational map is defined by an of SOM is fully connection to all the source nodes in the
array of neurons representing slightly differently tuned input layer. This network represents a feed forward
processors or filters, which operate on the sensory structure with a signal computational layer consisting of
information-bearing signals in parallel. Consequently, the neurons arranged in rows and column [30]. Each input
neurons transform input signals into the place-coded pattern presented to the network typically consists of a
probability distribution that represents the computed localized region or "spot" of activity against a quit
values of parameters by sites of maximum relative activity background. The localization and nature of such a spot
within the map. The information so derived is of such a usually varies from one realization of the input pattern to
form that it can be readily accessed by higher-order another. All the neurons in the network should therefore
processors using relatively simple connection schemes. be exposed to a sufficient number of different realizations

Two Basic-mapping Models: Anyone who examines a process has a chance to mature properly. The algorithm
human brain cannot help  but  be  impressed  by  the responsible for the formation of the self-organizing map
extent to which the brain is dominated by cerebral cortex. proceeds first by initializing the synaptic weights in the
The brain is almost completely enveloped by the cerebral network. This can be done by assigning them small values
cortex, which obscures the other parts. For sheer picked from a random number generator, in so doing, no
complexity, the cerebral cortex probably exceeds any other prior order is imposed on the feature map. Once the
known structure in the universe. What is equally network has been properly initialized, there are three
impressive is the way in which different sensory inputs essential processes involved in the formation of the self
(motor, soma to sensory, visual, auditory, etc. are mapped organizing map, as summarized three:
onto corresponding areas of the cerebral cortex in an
orderly fashion. The use of computational maps offers the Competition: For each input pattern, the neurons in the
following properties: network compute their respective values of a discriminate

At each stage of representation, each incoming competition among the neurons. The particular neuron
pieces of information is kept in its proper context. with the largest value of discriminate function is declared
Neurons, dealing with closely related pieces of winner of the competition. Let m denote the dimension of
information, are close together so that they can the input (data) space. Let an input pattern (vector)
interact via short synaptic connections. selected at random from the input space be  denoted by

Our interest lies in building artificial topologic maps neuron in the network has the same dimension as the
that learn through self-organizing in a neuron biologically input space. Let the synaptic weight vector of neuron j be
inspired manner. In this context, the one important point denoted by w  = [w ,w ,...,w ] j = 1, 2…l where l is the
that emerges from the very brief discussion of total number of neurons in the network. To find the best
computational maps in the brain is the principle of match of the input vector x with the synaptic weight
topographic map formation, which may be stated as: vectors w , compare the inner products  for j=1, 2…l

The spatial location of an output neuron in a
topographic map corresponds to a particular
domain or feature of data drawn from the input
space.

This principle has provided the neuron biological
motivation for two basically different feature-mapping
models described herein.

Self-Organizing Map: The principal goal of the SOM is
to transform an incoming signal pattern of arbitrary
dimension into a one- or two- dimensional discrete map
and to perform this transformation adaptively in a
topologically ordered fashion. Each neuron in the lattice

of the input pattern to ensure that the self-organization

function. This discriminate function provides the basis for

x = [x ,x ,...,x ]  The synaptic weight vector of each1 2 m
T

j j1 j2 jm

j

and select the largest this assumes that the same
threshold is applied to all the neurons; the threshold is
the negative of bias. Thus, by selecting the neuron with
the largest inner product , we will have in effect

determined the location where the topological
neighborhood of  excited  neurons  is  to  be  centered.
The best matching criterion, based on maximizing the
inner product , is mathematically equivalent to

minimizing the Euclidean distance between the vectors x
and w . If we use the index i(x) to identify the neuron thatj

best matches the input vector x, we may then determine
i(x) by applying the condition I(x) = arg.min||x–w ||, j = 1,j

2…  l  which  sums  up  the   essence   of   the  competition
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process among the neurons. The particular neuron i that To begin with, let x denote a spatially continues input
satisfies this condition is called the best-matching or (data) space, the topology of which is defined by the
winning neuron for the input vector x. In other word, a metric relationship of the vectors x X. Let A denote a
continuous input space of activation patterns  is  mapped spatially discrete output space, the topology of which is
onto a discrete output space of neurons by a process of endowed by arranging a set of neurons as the
competition among the neurons in the network. computation nodes of a lattice. Let  denote a nonlinear
Depending on the application of interest, the response of transformation called a feature map, which maps the input
the network could be either the index of the winning space X onto the output space A, as shown by
neuron (i.e., its position in the lattice), or the synaptic
weight vector that is closest to the input vector in a
Euclidean sense.

Corporation: The winning neuron determines the spatial space X may represent the coordination set of
location of a topological neighborhood of excited somatosensory receptors distributed densely over the
neurons, thereby providing the basis for cooperation entire body surface. Correspondingly, the output space A
among such neighboring neurons. Let h  denote the represents the set of neurons located in that layer of thej,i

topological neighborhood centered on winning neuron i cerebral cortex to which the somatosensory receptors are
and encompassing a set of excited (cooperating) neurons, confined.
a typical one of which is denoted by j. Let d  denote the Given an input vector x, the SOM algorithm proceedsi,j

lateral distance between winning neuron i and excited by first identifying a best matching or winning neuron i(x)
neuron j. then we may assume that the topological in the output space A, in accordance with the feature map
neighborhood h  is a unimodal function of the lateral . The synaptic weight vector w  of neuron i(x)  may thenj,i

distance d , such that it satisfied two distinct be viewed as a pointer for that neuron into the inputj,i

requirements: space X; that is, the synaptic elements of vector w  may be

The topological neighborhood h  is symmetric about projected in the input space.j,i

the maximum point defined by d  = 0; in other words,i,j

it attains its maximum value at the winning neuron i Kohonen Map Model: As mentioned the self-organizing
for which the distance d  is zero. feature map or kohonen map, has a vector of inputj,i

The amplitude of the topological neighborhood h neurons  connected   to   a  two-dimensional grid ofj,i

decrease monotonically whit increasing lateral output neurons. Output nodes are extensively
distance d , decaying to zero for d ; this is a interconnected  with   many  local  connections.j,i j,i

necessary condition for convergence. A typical Continues input values are applied to a neural network
choice of h  that satisfies these requirements is the and it is trained with unsupervised learning. The learningj,i

Gaussian function: algorithm requires, for each neuron, a definition of a

based on checking the most active neuron and updating

Synaptic Adaptation: this last mechanism enables the because of the large cost of determining the Euclidean
excited neurons to increase their individual values of distance for each neuron in order to find the winning one
the discriminate function in relation to the input and the large number of iteration required to reach a stable
pattern through suitable adjustment applied to their state.
synaptic weights. The adjustments made are such There have been some works on the parallelizing
that the response of the winning neuron to the Kohonen map. Some of the works are parallel algorithms
subsequent application of a similar input pattern is based on the training parallelism. The former work shows
enhanced. that if the number of training patterns assigned to a

Properties of the Feature Map: Once the SOM algorithm to the exact algorithm. However, because of the effect of
has converged, the feature map computed by the training parallelism that average the change  of  weight,
algorithm displays important statistical characteristics of the self-organizing process occasionally fails, as in the
the input space. back-propagation model.

For example, in a neurobiological context, the input

i

i

viewed as the coordinates of the image of neuron i

neighborhood that slowly decreases in size with time. It is

its weights.
A parallel algorithm of the Kohonen map is desired

processor is small, it appears to have similar performance
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Fig. 11: Linear and non-linear behaviors.

In this model, neurons in the input and output layers
are divided equally among the processors and each
processor is responsible for updating the weights
connecting the input neurons with the corresponding set
of output neurons. The analytic speedup ratios of its
parallel algorithm on the ring and mesh are obtained via
simulation. However, they did not mention the exact
algorithm to find the winning cell and strategy to update
the weights of connections on the multiprocessor system.

Simulation
Feature Selection: One of properties of SOM is feature
selection, which means: Given data from an input space
with a nonlinear distribution, the SOM is able to select a
set of best features for approximating the underlying
distribution.

This property brings to mind the idea of principal
components analysis. In Fig. 11 shows a two dimensional
distribution of zero-mean data points resulting from a
linear input-output mapping corrupted by additive noise.
In such a situation, principal components analysis works
perfectly fine: It tells us that the best description of the
"linear" distribution in Fig. 11 is defined by a straight line
(i.e., one-dimensional "hyperplane") that passes through
the origin and runs parallel to the related vector
associated with the largest value of the correlation matrix
of the data. Consider  next  the  situation  described in Fig. 12: Different kind of input showing.
Fig. 11, which is the result of a nonlinear input-output
mapping corrupted by additive noise of zero mean. In this For example, input data distribution can following to
second situation, it is impossible for the straight-line the Markova chain or the other queuing.
approximation computed from principal components In precise terms we may state the self-organizing
analysis to provide an acceptable description of the data. feature maps provide  a  discrete  approximation  of  the
On the other hand, the use of a SOM built on a one so-called principal curves or principal surface and may
dimensional lattice of neurons is able to overcome this therefore be viewed as a nonlinear generalization of
approximation is illustrated in Fig. 11. This Fig. 11 shows principal components analysis.
linear and non-linear behaviors for the curve. The curve
is linear at 0 to 5 and it is non-linear at 5 to 10. Implementation of Simulation: According to our issues,

As we know when inputs enter at a FIFO queue and inputs with their weights perform to the SOM neural
as inputs, the output(s) create we will have a linear network and each effective parameter has a spatially
function. But usually inherent of the neural networks are weight. So in MATLAB software we do simulation. As
based on non-linear [21]. This behavior is caused by that shows in Fig. 12 the input vector defined and with this
neural networks are not following to the FIFO queues. vector neural network will train.
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Fig. 13: Different kind of output showing. independently as possible, each processor maintains in its

Also, about output after competitive and effect of the the input and output weight vectors of the assigned
weights a win input will select. neurons. Since an input weight value of layer l is the

In fact, after the racing the win cell can go to the output weight value of layer l, the same value is stored in
critical section and get it. two processors. Though this partitioning scheme results

And after its work finished, the next win can go to in the duplication of weight values, it avoids the complex
that section. Accordingly, for make a decision to entrance communication requirement during he execution of the
the critical section of a distributed system several distributed back propagation algorithm.
parameters can effective.

Impelimentation of Neural Networks: Neurocomputers:
The neuroncomputers refer to the all implementation In this paper we present a generic, descriptive form of
methods designed to optimize the computation of artificial the race model, as applied to forced choice data from a
neural networks [31]. The general-purpose neurocomputer perceptual  identification  task.  Similar  to  applications of

is a generalized and programmable neurocomputer for
emulating a range of neural network models and the
spatial-purpose neurocomputer is a specialized neural
network hardware implementation dedicated to a specific
neural network model and therefore potentially has a very
high performance. To solve a real-word or real-time
application problem, the special-purpose neurocomputer
may be an attractive method. However, when developing
a new neural network model or testing the new
application, the general-purpose neurocomputer is more
attractive because of its flexibility. Furthermore, it can also
used in the real-word application if its underlying
architecture is a parallel computer powerful enough to
fulfill the computational requirement.

Multilayered Neural Network on Distributed Memory
Multiprocessor: As a parallelization and implementation
method, presents a way to parallelize the back
propagation model on a distributed memory
multiprocessor. It is based on the spatial parallelism in
which the neurons on each layer are partitioned into p
disjoint sets and each set is mapped on a processor of a
p-processor system.

Mapping Neural Network on a Distributed Memory
Multiprocessor: The parallelism used in our model is a
kind of spatial parallelism, in which a multilayered network
is vertically partitioned into p sub-networks  and  each
sub-network is mapped on a processor of the p-processor
distributed memory multiprocessor (DMM) [32].

If a processor maintains only the output or the input
weight values, an excessive inter- processor
communication is required in either the forward or
backward execution phase of the back propagation
algorithm. Therefore, to simulate the sub-network as

local memory the activation values, the error values and

DISCUSSION
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signal detection theory, we use the race model as a tool CONCLUSION
for describing accuracy and latency data under the
assumption that the response alternatives accrue A seldom addressed but important hard to solve
information in distributed system. problem in mutual exclusion conflict research is whether

Other researchers have used Hamming model to it is possible to use algorithmically [34] (no artificially)
describe different type of race, but such applications are data process.
few. More specifically, the Hamming race model has been Our purposed in this article is to outline one
applied in several domains, including perceptual simulation, based approach to finding an answer. We will
identification. Our assumption that finish times are dynamically modeled conflict using an approach drawn
distributed is unique, providing an interpretation in terms from the area of artificial neural network modeling. Since
of a race between separate pools of racers for each we had no need to discuss the original biological type of
response alternative. Because the neural networks itself is neural network, herein we dropped the phrase “artificial”.
the distribution that results from a race process, we are In this paper we focused on conflict between processes
essentially assuming a “race-race” process, placing into in distributed systems that is same to neural network;
a final competition the fastest racers from separate pools however the technique of neural network modeling is
of racers. applicable to race conflict as well and we indicated very

Feuture Work: Presented ideas can develop to racing concept of neural networks and indicated its possible
learning and can say to the system by set the free application to our modeling topic. Then we discussed
parameters. Future work will contrast this interpretation of what data are appropriate and, of those, which are
these data with that provided by more traditional multi presently available for use; too discussed our proposed
learning models, such as time tamp, time action and delay. modeling approach and confront some limits to achieving
A random walk would not describe the data in terms of the a fully dynamic model.
offsetting effects of the target versus the foil, but might, As some of the applications, we can mention to
for instance, describe the data in terms of changes in the medical applications [36, 37], web engineering [38],
decision boundaries or starting point bias. In order to Distributed multi thread systems [39], Group Mutual
distinguish between these closely related explanations, Exclusion [40], web applications [41], Sensor Networks
we are currently employing other experimental techniques [42, 43], Distributed Control Systems (DCSs) [44, 45, 46],
[33]. Networking [47] and etc.
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